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Les paillettes dites amorphes possEdentessentielle'
ment la sfucture de la nontronite, avec couches
Nontronite from the PeaceRiver iron deposit in octa6driquesd6form6es.En effef les spectresinfraAlberta ocqrs as minute flakes in ootths, and con- rouges ne mootrent aucutre bande assignableaux
tains about 40 wt.% submicrossopicgoethite. The hydroxyles coordonn6s aux cations des couches
[ontronite composition, determined after leaching oi:ta6driques,les valeurs Miissbauer du d6doubleto remove the goethite, is Fegos 25.9, FeO 4.6, ment quattripolaire {e Fe8+ sont 6lev6es,et la struc'
SiO, 43.1, Alroa 10.5, and HzO t5.4 wt.Vo. Most turo contieni entre ies couchesune graode quantit6
flakes are amorphous to X-ray$, but some contain d'eau interstitielle.
zones (-0.2 ,p.min diameter) that are polycrystalL'opale femrgineuse forme un ciment entre les
line. Consequently,X-ray diffractometer tracings of oolites du gite. Elle contient environ 10 pour cerrt
powder mounts display a very weak peak at 4.54. en poids de goethite cryptocristalline et, expos€ei
Tho 'oarnoryhous"flakes have the basic nontronite I'humidit6, elle absorbe en gtrandequantit€ de l'eau
structure but tle octahedral layers are distorted. qui s'6limine au s6chage.Sa composition cent6si.
Thus, peaks due to OH coordinatedwith cations in rnale, en poids, aprtsss6paration de la goethite par
the octahedral layers are absentfrom infrared pat- lixiviation, est la suivante: FqOg 29.2, SiO, 36.8,
terns, the M6ssbauervaluesfor quadrupolesplitting Al.zos4.4, CaO 0.4, HrO 18.1.
of tloublets due to Fee+ are large, and the structure
holds large amounts of interlayer water.
Ferruginous opal occurs as matrix between the
INTRoDUcrroN
ooliths in the PeaceRiver deposit.The mineral conAbout SOVo of the material in the Peace
tains about LO 'ut.Vo submicroscopiogoethite, and
in humid condrtions absorbslarge amounts of wa- River oolitic iron deposits of northwestern Alter which is expelled on drying The composition berta is amorphous to X-ray diffraction. Some
of femrginous opal, determined after leaching to occurs in ooliths and some as matrix between
remove ttre goethite, is Fe2Oe 29.2, SiO, 36.8, the ooliths. The main amorphous phase in the
Al2O34.4, CaO 0.4, and HaO l8.l rtt,Vo.
ooliths is a nontronite-like mineral, hereafter
referred to as Peace River nontronite, and a
SoMMAn,B
minor one is a phosphate. The main amorphous
Dans le gisementde fer de Peace River, en Al- matrix material is ferruginous opal and a minor
berta, la nontronite se pr6sente dans les oolites phase is a micaceous mineral similar to illite.
sous forme de paillettes minusculesqui contiennent The Peace River nontronite and femrginous
environ 40 pour cetrt en poids de goethite srlptoopal were studied by a variety of techniques incristalline. Aprds 6limination de la goethite par lixicluding ore microscopy, electron microprobe,
viationn la nontronite donne d I'analyse: Fe2Og X-ray diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, trans25.9, FeO 4.6, SiO2 43.1, Al2Os 10.5, HrO 15.4
mission electron microscopy, Mdssbauer specfuourcentagesen poids). La plupart des paillettes
sont amorphesaux rayons X, mais certain$ d'entre troscopy, and wet-chemical analyses. Data on
elles renferment des zonespolypristalliues d'environ the phosphate and illite are reported elsewhere
0.2 pm de diamdtre. Par com€quent, les diagram- (Petruk 1977).
mes de poudre enregistr6 au diffraqtomltre h
rayons X montrent un maximum trBs fafule e 4.54.
Pnecs RrYEn NoNrnoNrre
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Peace River nontronite acsounts for about
3O wt.7o of the material and for 38Vo of the
iron in the Peace River deposit. The nontronite
occurs as concentric layers in ooliths (Fig. 1),
and some contains discrete goethite inclusions
0.5 to 100 microns in diameter. The mineral
crushes into very minute flakes. Rohrlich (1974)
found that mineral flakes in ooliths are oriented
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tangential to the oolitls, and it is likely that the
Peace River nontronite is similarly oriented.
In reflected light the Pease fuver nontronite
in some oolith layers is dark Brey, h others it
is medium gren and in some it is light grey
approaching that of goethite. Combined X-ray
ditfraction aqd ore microscope studies show that
the Peace River nontronite consists of a mixture
of submis:roscopic goethite and nontronite. The
variation in color under the ore microscope is
due to the variable amounts of goethite and
nontronite the dark grey layers contain less
goethite than the light grey layers.
X-ray dillraction
X-ray powder diffraction and diffractometer
studies of separate grains, concentrates, and residues from concentrates treated with Na-dithionite to dissolve the goethite (Mehra & Jackson 1960), show that most of the nontronite is
amorphous at room temperature, at IOOVo
humidity, and after heating to 1@0oC. Howevet, a very weak peak was observed at 4.484
at room temper-ature,and a very weak one was
evident at 18.6A after heating to 350'C for 30
minutes in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The peaks
are presumed to be the strongest reflections for
Frq 1. Polishedsection of a samplefrom tle Peace
nontronite.
River iron deposit. Shown are concentric nontronito layers in ooliths (med. grey), anil tle femrginous opal matrix. The white areas are geothite,
Transmission electrcn microscopy
and the well-polished grey gains are quartz.
A Pease River nontronite concentrate tlat
was treated with Na-dithionite was studied by
transmission electron microscopy to further define the degree of structural ordering. It was
found that part of one grain (4 25 microns in
diameter) was single-crystal nontronite; parts of
6 grains, a few hundred angstroms or less in
diameter, were polycrystalline nontronite; 18
grains were amorphous, and 4 were desipated
as highly faulted. Table 1 shows that nearly all
the nontronite diffraction patterns obtained by
transmission electron diffraction had spots for
the main nontronite d-values of z[.5O 1.51, and
2.6I]\ as well as for otler lines that are consistent with reported nontronite X-ray powder
diffraction patterns Qvlikheev 1957; Isophording
1975). The electron diffraction patterns were
measured as described by Laufer et al. (1975)
and by Jubb & Laufer (1976r. The highly faulted
grains are characterized by spots that remain
visible while tle crystal is tilted, but the spots
move to give the impression tlat the pattern is
being distorted. Such diffraction patterns -renrlt
from crystals tlat consist of platelets only one
or two atomic layers thick, or that have stacking
faults with similar spacings. Flaky minerals that

cleave readily would be expected to fall into this
group Qlirsch et aI.1965).
Infroed

spectra

Infrared spectra were obtained from a Peace
River nontronite concentrate that was prepared
TABLEI.
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Frc. 2. Infrared patterns for nontronite and femrginousopal.
in the ore-dressing laboratory, and on a leach
residue from the same concentrate treated with
Na-dithionite to dissolve tle iron oxides. The
concentrateshowed goethite peaks superimposed
on a nontronite pattern, whereas the leach residue showed a siderite peak superimposedon a
stronger nontronite pattern (Fig. 2). The nontronite pattern is similar to that of nontronite
IA6$2 from the National Museum of Natural
Ilistory Smithsonian Institution as reported in
TABLE2.
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PeaceRiver nontronite grains that have a low
reflectivity were analyzed with a MAC Model
400 electron microprobe by D. R. Owens, using
as standards: FerO" for Fe, apatite for Ca and
P, AlzOs for Al, and SiO, for Si. The data were
processedwith the program of Rucklidge & Gasparrini (1969). The results show that the mineral
contains much more Fe than a normal nontronite (Iable 2), obviously due to the presence
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Microprobe and chemical analysis
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the catalogue of Sadtler Research Laboratory
(1973), except that the peaks at 3570 cm' and
at 818 and 850 cm-1 are missing for the nontronite from the Peace River deposit. Farmer
(1974) reported that interlayer water in smectites gives a broad maximum near 3400 cmo due
to hydroxyl groups involved in water-water hydrogen bonds, a very weak peak at 361.0 cm{
due to OH stretching between interlayer water
and the very weak surface oxygen bonds, and a
peak at 1630 cm-r due to water bending vibration. He further reported that OH groups coordinated to divalent and trivalent cations give
a broad peak near 3550 cm{ due to stretching
frequency, and peaks at 818 a4d 850 cm{ due to
libration frequencies of Fe"+ to OH. The strong
peaks around 500 and 1000 cm{ are th€ inain
Si-O absorption peaks. The peak at 1410 cm{
is due to siderite. Figure 2 showsthat nontronite
from the Peace River deposit contains the peaks
due to interlayer water but not to the OH coordinated with cations. This suggeststhat the
mineral structure is developed well eriough to
hold interlayer water, but the octahedral lbyers
of cations with associatedOH are not firlly developed. This explains why the mineral is "large'.:
ly amorphous to X-ray diffraction.
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of submicroscopic goethite. To determine the
Peace River nontronite composition, a concentrate sentaining some goetlite and min61
amounts of siderite, quartz, and phosphate was
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prepared by heavy-liquid separations and tresated
with Na-dithionite according to the method of
Mehra & Jackson (1960) to dissolve the iron
oxides but not iron combined with silicates and
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Frc; 3. Miisebauer patterns (a) nontronite, Sample 7A, room temperature,velocity range-=315 nm/s;
O)/ nontronite, Sample fA, liquid nitrogen, velocity range =t15 mm/s; (c) nontronite, Sample7A'
room temperature, rrclocity'range s*6 mm/s; (d) nonfonite, Sample 7A' liquid-nitrogeo temperature, velddry range =-6-to +6 nm/+ doublets resolved; (e) nontronite, Saople -3,.room tempor'
ature, velocity ranEe =-6 to i6 mm/s. (O fernrginous opal, room temlt€rature, velocity range =-6
to -f6 mm/s.
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siderite. The Peace River nontronite consentrate, leach residue, and leach liquor were analyzed chemically Cfable 2); 56.97 wt y'o of, the
sample dissolved, 51.97 wt.7a as FerOg, and
1.52 utt. Vo as SiOz. The remaining 3.48 wt. lo
probably consisted of other impurities and water that were released when the goelhite dissolved. X-ray diffraction studies showed that
the leach r*idue contained 2 vrt Vo siderite and
7 wt Vo quartz. In addition, CaO:PgOr was tle
same as for the phosphate of this ore @etruk
1977), an$ therefore it is assumedthat the CaO
and PzOoare constituents of a very fine-gfained
phosphate and not of nontronite. The leach residue analysis was recalculated to account for the
quartz, siderite, and phosphate and the calcuIated values are considered to be the composition of the nontronite.(column 6, Table 2). This
composition is consistent with reported nontronite compositions Qsophording 1975). It was
also calculated that the Peace River nontronite
with the lowest reflectivity @.R. nont.-Table 2)
is a mixture of 60 wt. Vo poorly crystallized nontronite and 40 wt. % submicroscopic goethite.

(-296'K)
over a velocity range of about -15
to * 15 mm/s (Fig. 3a), and rerun at liquidnitrogen temperature (=78"K) over the same
velocity range @ig. 3b) to eliminate the effects
of superparamagnetism on goethite due to very
small grarn size. The Mtigsbauer spectrum obtained at liquid-nitrogen temperature displays
the four outer goethite peaks (=1 .'l , 4,1, +5,O,
and *8.0 mm/s) and a central envelope. The
central portion of the spectrum wao rerun ovel
a smaller velocity mnge (=-6 to f6 mm/s) a1
room and liquid-nitrogen temperatures (Figs.
3c, d) to identify the nontronite peals and the
lgmaining inner peaks of the goetlite spectrum.
Figures 3c and 3d display an envelope with
peaks at =0.0 and s+O.8 mm/s and a peak at
=+2.2 mm/s. The Miissbauer spectrum for
Sample 3, composed of nontronite with rninor
siderite, shows an envelope with peaks at =0.0,
=+0.3
and =*0.8
mm/s and peals at
=+2.L1 and =*2.25 mm/s (Fig. 3e). The relatively sh.a4r absorption peak at =2.11 mm/s
and its low velocity partner at =0.3 mm/s are
due to ferrous iron in siderite Q[eayer et aI.
L973). It is concluded, therefore, that the envelope with peaks at =0.0 and 0.8 mm,/s and
Miissbauer spectra
the peak zt =2.2 mm/s are due to nontronite.
Miissbauer spectra were obtained from two
The peaks at =0.0 and O.8 mm/s are caused
residues from Peace River nontronite concenmainly
by octahedrally bonded ferric ions @antrates treated with Na-dithionite. The specha
croft 1973). The Fea+ doublet, however, is exfor one residue, Sample 7A, were obtained and
tremely broad (overall half-width =1.5 mm/s)
measured in CANMET laboratories according
indicating that ferric ions are distributed over
to the method described by Kodama et aL. (n
several octahedral sites. At least two di{ferent
press), and experimental envelopes were fitted
sites are expected for nontronite, corresponding
to a series of Lorentzian line shapes using a
to cis and trans configarations of OH groups.
least-squares approximation method. The specBrunot (1973) reported that a spectrum for hytrum for tle other residue (Sample 3), consistdrothermal nontronite is comprised of a broad
ing of nontronite and about 3 txrt.Vo siderite
doublet (overall half-width =0.85 mm/s) with
(X-ray diffractometer analysis) snd geilaining
peaks at *O.15 and *0.4 mm/s. He resolved
19.3 wt. Vo Fe (chemical analysis), was obtained
the spectrum into two doublets corresponding
and measuredas describedby Manniag g Tricker
(1975). Experimental envelopes were fitted to to Fes+ ions in ci.r and lrarrs sites. For the cis
sites he calculated isomer shilts (IS), relative to
series of T,orentzian line shapes using Stone's
his
source (Co diffused into a Pd foil), and
(1967) program on the University of Manchesquadrupole splitting (QS) as 0.17 and 0.24 mm/s
ter Regional Computer Centre CDC 6600 comrespectively, and for tnrn^r sites 0.18 and 0.69
puter.
paper on Mdssbauer studies
5ample 7A was run at room temperature mm/s. Iu a review
on clay minerals, Coey (1975) lists, for a series
of eleven montmorillonites and nontronites, IS
TABLE
3. ifissgAuEn
ohrnron pEAcE
RrvER
Norfitrof{trE
(relative to iron metal) = 0.38 and QS = 0.5
Peak
mm,/s.
qS
tS
fiU
losltlons
lon
Fe
l----------7
mi/s
mn/s
The spectrum for tle Peace River nontronite
is more complex than 'any nontronite spectra re+o.24
Doublet I
+0.79 0.51 0.5s
0.41
Fe3*
3l
ported in the literature (Weaver et al. L9672
Doublet lI
O.OO +1.00 O.5O t.00
O.5l
FeS
54
Taylor et al. 1968; Brunot 1973; Coey 1975).
-0.23
Doublet IIt
+2.35 t.07 2.58
O.3l
FeZ*
l
Attempts to resolve the main envelope of the
-0.23
ooubl€t tV
a2.58 l.l8
2.Bl
O,4l
te2+
8
spectra obtained at room temperature (Figs. 3c
(I5 Relatlw to Fe foil.
& 3e) into two or more doublets were unsuccessNontrcnlte peak at llquld nltrcgen
fuI. However, tlte main envelope and peak at
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*2.2 mm/s of the spectmm run at liquid-nitrogen temperature (=78"K) over a sm.allvelocity
range (+6 mm/s) were resolved into five sets
of doublets (doublets I, II, Il[, fV, and fts innsl
goethite pealts) (Fig. 3d). The peak positions and
calculated IS (relative to iron foil), QS, and HW
values for the doublets are given in Table 3.
The values for the quadrupole splitting (QS =
0.55 and 1.00 mm/s) of the doublets are larger
than values reported previously for this mineral,
indicating distorted octahedral sites @ancroft,
1973). The half-widths of individual peaks of
the doublets (0.51 and 0.41) are broader than
half-widths of individual peaks for ordered materials (usually (0.3 mm,/s), which suggeststhat
the octahedral layers of Peace River nontronite
are poorly developed. The interpretation that
octahedral sites are distorted and octahedral
l.ayerspoorly developedconfirm results obtained
by infrared analysis.
The IS values (0.51 and 0.50 mm/s) for Fe"*
seemhigh, but, when converted to a comparable
basen are in agreement with the reported IS
values for nontronite. Coey (1975) reported O.38
relative to iron metal and Brunot (1973) reported 0.17 and 0.18 for the cir and trans doublets relative to Pd-foil. Brunot's values, converted relative to Fe foil by adding 0.185 mm/s
(Muir et al. 1966), are 0.355 and 0.365 respectively. The IS values of this study were obtained
at liquid-nitrogen temperature. Using the classical temperature dependence limit of =-0.07
mm/s per 100oK, calculated for iron (Frauenfelder 1963), the values at room temperature are
-O.35 to 0.40 mm/s relative to iron foil for
the two doublets.
The peaks for doublets III and IV CIable 3)
are due to ferrous ions in the octahedral layers
of nontronite. In this respect the Peace River
nontronite is similar to a ferrous nontronite
from the Red Sea whose Miissbauer spectrum
has a ferroan absorption peak at 2.3 mm/s
(Bischoff 1972).
Intensity data, calculated by assuming that
the Miissbauer fraction is the same f,or all iron
sites, give the Fe3+:Fer+ratio in nontronite ftom
Sample3 as 84:16 and for Sample7A as 85:15.
It can be calculated, from this Fes+:Fez+ ratio
and from tie amount of goetlite dissolved by
Na-dithionite treatment, that Peace River nontronitg which contains 36.7 wt. Vo Fe, has 8Vo
of the iron as Feo* in nontronitg 4oy'o as Fe"*
in nontronite, and 52Vo as Fe8+ in submicroscopic goethite.

FERRUGINOUS
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the material in the deposit and for IOVo of the
iron. The minetal is pale yellow and isotropic
in transmitted light. It absorbs water in humid
conditions and expels it upon drying, causing
shrinkage cracks which probably account for
the ore becoming crumbly when exposed to dry
atmospheric conditions. The femrginous opal
crushes into large rounded grains. The specific
gravity of the mineral, determined with heavy
liquids, is about 2.0.
Ferruginous opal is largely amorphous to Xray diffraction, but J. T. Jubb, CANMET, found
by electron transmission microscope studies of
a ground fernrginous opal concentrate, which
was treated to dissolve the goethite, that about
2 to 5Vo of the grains 'are hexagonal, a = 5A
and c = 254. A similar hexagonal structure waE
obtained for an opal purchased from a mineral
collector in Australia by A. E. Johnson. The indexed X-ray diffraction pattern for the Australian opal is given in Table 4 because the ASTM
card file does not include an opal pattern.
Infrared patterns wpre obtained for a femrginous opal concentrate before and,after dissolving goethite with Na-dithionite (Fig. 2). The
patterns are typical opal patterns but the one
with goethite (femrginous opal concentrate)
shorrs weak goethite peaks and the one without
goethite (leach residue) shows a weak quartz
peak (between 50O and 1000 cma). There is no
infrared evidence of water held by the fernrginous opal.
Tho composition of the femrginous opal exposed to atmospheric conditions was determined
with an electron microprobe using the same
standards as for the Peace River nontronite
FnrnucrNous OPAL
Clable 2). To determine whether the fermginous
Femrginous opal is the main constituent of opal contains submicroscopic goetlite, a fernrthe matrix and accounts for about 18 wt. Vo of. ginous opal concentrate was prepared by heavy
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liquids and treated with Na-dithionite to dissolve the goethite but not the ferruginous opal.
The concentrate,leach residue, and leach Liquor
were analyzed chemically (Iable 2) and by Xray diffractometer; 18.51 wt. lo of the sample
dissolved, 18.38 wt. Vo as FezOg,and,0.I5 wt. Vo
as SiOz. X-ray diffractometer analyses showed
that the lash residue contained 1.5 wt. lo siderite and 5 wt. 7o qvaltz. The partial composition
of the leach residue was corected for the siderite
and quartz and the corrected data are included
in Table 2 [ast column) as tle probable corlposition for opal without submicroscopic goethite. It was calculated from these data that the
femrginous opal in the deposit consists of an intimate mixture of 90 wt. lo opal and. l0 wt. %
submicroscopic goetlite.
Md,ssbauerspectrum for the femrginous opal,
obtained at room temperature (Fig. 30 shows
that nearly all the iron is ferric as indicated by
the doublet with peaks at 0 and *0.8 mm/s.
This doublet is similar to the main doublet obssrved for Fe8* in nontronite.
DIscUssIoN
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cape as the ore is heated to 600'C. It is possible
that the hardness of the mineral is related to
the amount of absorbed water.
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